Since a Majorana neutrino is its own antiparticle under CPT, rather than C, an analysis of the CPT and CP characteristics of a Majorana particle is performed. The CPT transformation properties of a Majorana particle of arbitrary spin are obtained in a very simple way. Implications of these properties for the elec- Majorana particles are predicted both by grand unified theories, in which these particles are neutrinos, and by supersymmetric theories, in which they are photinos, gluinos, and other states. Until recently, a Majorana particle has been pictured as one which is its own antiparticle under charge conjugation C. However, a physicaI Majorana neutrino, dressed as it is by maximally C-violating weak interactions, cannot be an eigenstate of C. Instead, it is an eigenstate of CPT, which presumably is not violated at all. It may also be an approximate eigenstate of CP. To explore the physics of this situation, an analysis of the CPT and CP properties of an arbitrary Majorana particle, and of the consequences of these properties, has been carried out.
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Here we report the main results; further discussion and details will be presented elsewhere. ' The effect of CPT ( -= () on the state of any CPT-selfconjugate particle f of momentum p, spin J, and J, = s is given by (If(p, J,s) (p«, s«) [Fy"+G(q y"gq")ys+Mcr""q, +-Ei a""q"y&]u(p;, s).
Here u is a Dirac spinor, q =pf -p;, and F, 6, M, and E are form factors depending on q . Writing 
iu ( p~, s~) [ -Fy~+ G (q y"-re")ys -Mtr~"q"-Ei a~,q"ys]u (p;, s;) . (10) From Eq. (7) for J = -, we see that (q ')'q f( -I) ' f =1. Thus, comparing Eq. (10) ' Halprin, Petcov, and Rosen, " in an interesting recent study of cancellation between heavy and light neutrinos, say that the sign of the interference depends on that in a "Majorana condition" which appears to express the charge-conjugation properties of the neutrino field. No one has considered the possibility that the character of the interference depends on the CPT properties of the neutrinos.
We have explored the nature of this interference assuming only that the charged-current interaction is of the form lepton mixing matrix. ' It turns out that when CP is conserved one can find the conditions for constructive or destructive interference in a way which is plainly independent of any details of formalism, such as the phases of the U, , the definitions of states, phase factors which may occur in the plane-wave expansions of fields, etc.
When CP is violated, the con tribu tions of different neutrinos can have arbitrary phases relative to one another.
The reason is that CPT by itself does not constrain the phases of the U, . ' 
